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Issue Date 30th March, 2020 

 

COVID-19: Cyber Threat Landscape 
 

 
Overview 
 
The COVID-19 Coronavirus pandemic has provided cyber-criminals with a number of more 
ways to target unsuspecting victims. Using COVID-19 as a distraction, or playing on the 
goodwill or fear of the public, we are seeing an increase in cyber scams and malware 
delivered under the guise of COVID-related services, advertisements and emails. 
 
This advisory will cover some of the techniques and scams cyber-criminals are using to 
exploit their targets to keep an eye out for. 
 
Detail 
 
Threat actors exploiting public fears 
 
Criminal enterprises are using the current crisis to deploy phishing emails. As with many 
other phishing campaigns, these emails contain malicious attachments that can include 
malware such as TrickBot, LokiBot and AgentTesla, which are able to steal data from the 
infected systems. The reported instances appear to use country-specific phishing lures as 
the virus becomes more prevalent in that country. These campaigns are disguised with the 
branding of ‘trusted’ organisations, such as the World Health Organisation (WHO). 
 
 
COVID-19 tracking app and the “CovidLock” ransomware 
 
As we look for more information about the spread and effects of COVID-19, threat actors 
have developed applications purporting to provide real-time maps when in actual fact they 
have been built to lure unsuspecting users into downloading malicious software.  
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https://blog.malwarebytes.com/detections/trojan-trickbot/
https://www.f-secure.com/v-descs/trojan_w32_lokibot.shtml
https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0331/
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One such reported activity involves the interactive map service requesting that the user 
downloads a file disguised as a mobile app which must be installed and granted 
administrative rights. This malicious app, CovidLock, can lock contacts, pictures, videos and 
social media accounts until a ransom of $100 in Bitcoin is paid. If the ransom is not paid, the 
attacker threatens to release all data and delete the files.  
 
Some types of ransomware have been analysed by security research teams and decryption 
tools have been subsequently created, enabling recovery of encrypted files. Due to the 
technical nature and various strains of this kind of malware, please contact OCSIA for advice 
and guidance (www.gov.im/ocsia) if you have been affected by ransomware and require 
assistance. 
 
 
Protect your data 
 
It is not just criminal enterprise that you must remain vigilant to. The COVID-19 pandemic 
has also given legitimate organisations a method of accessing your data by way of providing 
a service in return for access to your information. 
 
As with any other service or application, remember that they could request access to your 
personal information, location and even request access to files on your device.  
 
Before granting access, consider whether or not you would want that particular service or 
app to have visibility of this information, and keep in mind that it could potentially end up in 
the hands of other third parties without your knowledge. If in doubt, read the Terms of 
Service and Conditions. 
 
Recommended Action 
 

 Only use trusted information sources from Government and research institution’s 

websites. 

 

 Don’t download or install apps from untrusted sources – Use the official app store for 

your device. Apps installed from third parties have a higher chance of containing 

malicious code. 

 

 The UK National Cyber Security Centre has published some valuable guidance on 

phishing (https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing) and protecting against 

ransomware (https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/mitigating-malware-and-

ransomware-attacks). 

 

 

If you have any concerns, or have been affected by a cyber-related issue, report it to the 
Office of Cyber-Security & Information Assurance (OCSIA) by submitting a  

Cyber Concerns Online Reporting Form at www.gov.im/ocsia. 

http://www.gov.im/ocsia
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/mitigating-malware-and-ransomware-attacks
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/mitigating-malware-and-ransomware-attacks
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